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GEOMETRIC  THEORY OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. II:
ANALYTIC INTERPRETATION OF A GEOMETRIC

THEOREM OF BLASCHKE

H. GUGGENHEIMER1

Abstract. According to Blaschke, a C1 closed convex plane

curve admits at least three pairs of points with parallel tangents

and equal curvature radii. We generalize the result to theorems on

Hill equations with either first or second intervals of stability

collapsed. We also prove a four-extrema theorem for second order

linear differential equations without periodicity properties.

1. We consider a second order differential equation

(1) x" + (q(t) + \)x = 0, - oo  < / < oo,

that is oscillatory for X>X0. Following Borûvka, the dispersion

4>(to, X) is defined as the value h of the first zero following t0 of any

solution x(t) that vanishes at to without being identically zero

(x(to) =0, x'(í0)5zí0). In other words, X is the first eigenvalue of (1)

for the problem x(t0) =x(<p(to, X)) =0. Higher dispersions are defined

by <t>=<pi, <pk(t, X) =<¡>(<¡>k-i(t, X)).

A special case of interest are the Hill equations, for which q(t + T)

= q(t), T constant. The kih interval of instability of a Hill equation is

the set of X for which there exists at least one r so that </>,i(t, X)

= t + T, i.e., for which X is the Mh eigenvalue for the problem

x" + (q(0 + a).t = 0,    x(r) = x(r + T) = 0,        r g l g t + T.

We putXi = inf X, A*; = supX. It is well known that A*_i<X4gAi:<Xi+i.

The &th interval of instability collapses (X*=A*) if there exists a X*

so that

(2) **(<,X*) = 1+ T,        - co </< eo.

It follows from the theorem on p. 123 of [2] that if (2) holds for an

equation (1) we also have q(<j>k(t)) —q(t) and, hence, a relation (2) is

possible only for a Hill equation.

2. W. Blaschke has indicated [l] the following theorem: Any C2

closed, convex curve admits three distinct pairs of points with parallel
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tangents and equal curvature radii. We denote by 0 the angle between

the positive x-axis and the positively oriented tangent to the curve.

A positive function p(0) is the radius of curvature of a closed, convex

curve iff

p(0) = p(2x),

/» 2t /» 2v
p(0) cos 0 de =  I     pie) sin Ode = 0.

0 ^ 0

Blaschke's theorem then asserts the existence of three distinct values

öi, 62, 03 between 0 and it so that p(0t) =p(0,+7r), i — 1, 2, 3. Note that

x(0) = (cos 0, sin 0) is a solution vector of the Hill equation x"-\-x =0.

For that equation, <¿>(£)=¿+7T and fop,m)pit)xit)dt = 0 implies p(/¡)

=p(<p(/¿)) for t = l, 2, 3. In this form, Blaschke's theorem has many

geometrical applications [3]. We show that the theorem can be gen-

eralized to other differential equations. We use the notation fihit))

=fohit).

3. In the following we assume that the coefficient q(t) in (1) is

either Lebesgue integrable on any interval of length 7 or is the gen-

eralized derivative of a one-sided continuous function.

Theorem. Given a Hill equation with collapsed second interval of

stability ifait, X) =¿ + 7) and a function fit) continuous on some inter-

valr^t^r + T. If fir) =/(r + 7) and fl+T fit)xit)dt = 0 for all solutions

of the Hill equation then there exist at least three distinct values h, t2, t3

in T^t<4>ir) for which

fiUWiti)-31* = / o 4>it,W o 4>iti)-zli,       i =1,2,3.

The integral condition holds if it is true for two linearly indepen-

dent solutions of (1). For an arbitrary solution vector x=(xi, x%)

of (1) we have

(b'it) = |*(<KO)|y|*(o|2>o

and, for Xiify^O (i = l, 2), also

4>'(t) = XiOd>it)2/xiit)2    or   xí o <¡>it) = - Xiifjdy'it)1'2.

This is proved for continuous q(t) in [2, p. 113], and in the general

case in [5, 3.1]. In any case <£' is differentiable and the hypothesis on

(b2 implies (b'o(pit)=(p'it)-1. We put git) =fit)<p'it)-m, and Dit)

= igit)-gO(pit))<¡>'it)m- Then
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Kr)

/:
D(t)x(t)dt

Kr) z»*(r)z»9(r) /» <Mr)

=  1       f(t)x(t)dt-\      /o *(/)(*'o 0(O)-,/V(O,/4*(O*

=  f     f(t)x(t)dt-\      fod>(t)d>'(tyi2x(t)d>'(t)dt

-f.
♦,(r)

f(t)x(t)dt = 0.

We may assume that J>(/) does not vanish identically, otherwise there

is nothing to prove. We take xi as the fundamental solution xi(r) =0,

x[(t) = 1. The function X\(t) is positive in t<K(¡>(t) and

/.

*(t)

D(t)xi(t)dt = 0

implies that the continuous function D(t) must change sign at least

once in T<t<<j>(r). We denote the abscissa at which D changes sign

by r*. We choose x2 as a solution of (1) that vanishes at t*. By the

monotonicity property of </>, r* is the only zero of x2(t) in T<t<<p(r).

From

/»*(t) /• r* /"Mr)

I        D(t)x2(t)dt=  j    Dx2dt+  I        Dz2di = 0

we see that J) must change sign at least another time in T<t<<¡>(r).

But sign D(4>(r)) = —sign D(r) and either D changes sign an odd

number of times or D(t) =0. In both cases the theorem holds. The

proof follows Siiss's proof of Blaschke's problem [ô].

If the given equation has collapsed first interval of stability, the

same equation for the period 2J has collapsed second interval of

stability and, in addition, <j)'(t) = 1. We obtain the

Corollary. Given a Hill equation with collapsed first interval of sta-

bility (4>(t)—t + T) and a function f(t) continuous on some interval

rgigr+2J. If

f(T) =/(T + 2J)    and     I        f(t)x(t)dt = 0

for all solutions of the Hill equation then there exist at least three distinct

values h, ¿2, h in t^Kt + T for which

M = Ni +T),       i = 1, 2, 3.
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This is a direct generalization of Blaschke's theorem.

4. The second dispersion is useful in other geometric theorems. The

graph xit) = ixiit), x2it)) whose coordinate functions are solutions of

the linear differential equation

(3) x" + aiit)x' + at(t)x = Fit),

is starshaped from the origin for any interval r^Kfair). The follow-

ing theorem is a known generalization of the Four Vertices Theorem

[4, Proposition 4.1]: Let fit), git) he continuous functions on

T^tÚT*, git) >0 and fir) =/(t*), g(r) =g(r*). If v(t) is a continuous,

star-shaped, plane arc and

j   f(t)v(t)dt=j    g(t)v(t)di = 0,

then/(/)/g(£) has at least four relative extrema in rtkKr*. We obtain

the result:

Let (¡ait) be the second dispersion of a second order linear differential

equation (3) with integrable coefficients. Let fit), git) be continuous func-

tions, periodic of period 7^<£2(t) and assume git) >0 and

/T+T n T+Tf(t)x(t)dt =   I       g(t)x(t)dt = 0

for any absolutely continuous solution x(t) of (3). Then f/g has at least

four relative extrema in r ■¿t<T-\-T.
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